Kitchen rental (General)
Rental of the Colombier de Villecroze kitchen
Your tailor-made event
We propose to rent our kitchen with or without our dining rooms (kitchen and / or
room 35m2 and / or 80m2, equipment, dishes ...) for 4 hours or more, for the evening, or even to
the day.
The rental of this professional kitchen will allow you to prepare your dishes and / or receive
your customers and partners in the best conditions: functional and equipped, it will be ideal
to prepare your events both internally (private events, professionals ...) and externally
(customer nights, product presentation or press ...).
Privatize this place and welcome your customers and influencers, organize a photo shoot, videos ...
of
your dishes. Perfect place also for the organization of ephemeral events like vernissage,
presentation of new products, formations ....
Chefs, passionate amateur cooks or caterers: Prepare your services and creations in
a kitchen designed with a piano, 2 refrigerators and 2 freezers, a dry storage space ...
in short, a professional kitchen perfectly equipped and adapted to your needs.
You want to test a new product, perfect to bet on a new kitchen, not binding
over time and non-binding by rent, the ephemeral restaurant Colombier is a format
which will suit you! In addition to having multiple benefits for the brand or the cook
who rent it, the ephemeral restaurant is the object of desire of all consumers, both tourists
and Var. The difficulty ? Find it ! Indeed, the constraint of an ephemeral restaurant is to be able to
rent a space to standards, making cooking possible. No standards and no permits
of operation: no restoration! Nothing is impossible for the COLOMBIER who can you
help…
ORGANIZE YOUR:
Management Committees
Launch of products
Private events
Professional Events
Study Days
Business meals
Symposia
Regional meetings
Weddings and apartments
Residential Seminars
A The hotel residence of Colombier and benefit from a complete offer à la carte,
including apartment accommodation, parking, cleaning, bed linen and bathroom,
the meeting room.
A team dedicated to your event, flexible meeting rooms *, equipment on
request: flipchart, video projector, screen, 82 cm TV screen, paper, pens, internet access, ...
a reception at your disposal, offers a la carte (coffee break, bottles of water .....) free parking
For catering several nearby establishments can serve you or deliver you!
You can also rent our professional kitchen and bring in a cook at home
or a caterer! (price on request) Tourist tax excluded and to be paid on the spot

